scholars with access to the instruments of academic power -academic journals, fellowships, professorships" (185 -86). Still more crucially, this division by generation leaves out of view the vital contributions of working-class lesbians and lesbians of color to both lesbian feminism and queer theory. Garber goes so far as to claim that "the creation and sustenance of the debate [in its divisive generational cast] relies upon the marginalization of working-class/lesbians of color" (5). This is a bold claim, but one that Garber solidly backs up. She identifies a range of issues and concerns shared by lesbian feminism, in its working-class and women-of-color incarnations, and queer theory: the social construction of sexuality; identity as positionality rather than essence; the value of coalition (affinity politics); the inextricability of difference; multivocal, shifting identifications. These overlapping interests are more than "coincidental similarit[ies]" (100), Garber argues. They demand a different way of imagining and narrating the relations between lesbian feminism and queer theory. "What would the story sound like," Garber wonders, "if it were the story of women of color's identity poetics, with lesbian feminism and queer theory as white middle-class bit players, sideshows, or as mere interpretive structures in its narrative?" (8).
Garber postulates a nuanced historical genealogy that effectively moves the work of working-class lesbians and lesbians of color front and center. In so doing, she also helps chart a new critical genealogy of feminist and LGBTQ studies and activism. In contrast to the received histories in which feminism and lesbian feminism were white, middle-class, exclusionary movements ultimately betrayed by their own political correctness, humorlessness, and tunnel vision, Garber presents a dynamic, multidimensional view.
Poetry is crucial to the new story. Garber devotes one chapter each to Judy Grahn, Pat Parker, Audre Lorde, Adrienne Rich, and Gloria Anzaldúa, whose work showed that poetry was not incidental but, Garber argues, foundational to the development of feminist and lesbian-feminist theories, self-understandings, and community during the 1970s and 1980s. Poetry was disseminated in the grassroots lesbian and feminist publications that grew out of, and in turn helped sustain, feminist and lesbian-feminist movements during those years. Women's poetry readings were vital public venues, bringing "masses of women," in Grahn's words, to lesbian-feminist gatherings (14).
Garber also stakes a claim for poetry as a site of theory making. This move is crucial to her argument that lesbian-feminist poets, especially those of the working class and those of color, helped lay the groundwork for many of queer theory's postmodern preoccupations. For example, Parker's poem "For the white person who wants to know how to be my friend" challenges not just racial stereotypes but also the fantasy that identity's contradictions can be easily -or finally -resolved. The poem dares its imagined white reader to perform a kind of doubled vision: "The first thing you do is to forget that i'm Black. / Second, you must never forget that i'm Black" (65). This dare and the irresolvable contradictions it illuminates well fit queer theory's critique of fixity. Certainly, Parker's wit, together with the wry humor of much of Grahn's poetry (most famously in her story-poem "The Psychoanalysis of Edward the Dyke"), gives the lie to the stereotype, recirculated by too many lesbians and queers themselves, of humorless lesbian feminists (39).
There is so much to admire in Identity Poetics. Garber's appreciative close readings of the five selected poets are alone reason to read and engage her ideas. Her chapters on Lorde and Anzaldúa are rare in their focus on both women's poetry. Most studies of Lorde privilege her essays and her novel Zami; similarly, there has been a tendency in scholarly discussions of Anzaldúa's Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza to focus on its first half, in which poetry and prose are intermingled. The second half, which consists of poetry only, falls out of most analyses. But as Garber points out, the predominance of poetry in Anzaldúa's text "links it to both the lesbian-feminist movements . . . and to the identity politics of El Movimiento" (161). It is also a delight to become better acquainted with Grahn's and Parker's contributions to lesbian-feminist and queer movements and theory. Finally, Garber offers a needed corrective to dismissive caricatures of Rich and (to quote the title of Rich's 1978 collection of poems) her "dream of a common language." Admittedly, Garber is not the first to suggest that the ascendancy of queer theory and its practitioners has seemingly been purchased at the expense of an outmoded lesbian feminism. Nor does she claim to be. But she does not engage in easy name-calling, nor does she dismiss queer theory as a separate enterprise. What she wants to do is chart a more nuanced and historically accountable genealogy of lesbian feminism and queer theory, an alternative mapping that refuses settled notions of generation and genre, old school and new, lesbian and queer. Garber does not just fall through the generation gap; to some degree she explodes it.
Note

